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Magneto-optical study of excitonic states in In0.045Ga0.955AsÕGaAs multiple coupled quantum wells
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The excitonic states have been investigated in In0.045Ga0.955As/GaAs heterostructures consisting ofi quantum
wells (i 51,2,3,4) with 7.5 nm well thickness. For a 2.5 nm barrier thickness between the wells, the electronic
states are strongly coupled. Because of the coupling, the heavy-hole excitonnshh of each single quantum well
is split into i 2 states. The states can be characterized according to their symmetry under a combination of the
reflections of the single particles at the quantum-well plane. The energy order of the symmetric and antisym-
metric states as a function of quantum-well number is investigated in detail, and compares well to the theo-
retical calculation. These coupled quantum-well structures exhibit somewhat three-dimensional character based
on the study of their exciton binding energies and wave functions. Highly resolved photoluminescence exci-
tation spectra are presented, measured in magnetic fields up to 13 T using circularly polarized light. Strong
mixing between light- and heavy-hole excitons causes optical transitions into high-angular-momentum exciton
states and strong anticrossing effects. An anticrossing between the 3dhh11 and hh21 exciton is observed. Also,
the light-hole exciton is found to possessG7g andG6g symmetries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of excitonic states in semiconductor qua
tum wells is of considerable interest; it can provide us w
much information on excitonic properties.1–25 In particular,
excitons in the presence of a magnetic or electrical field
of special interest. The external field enhances the exc
oscillator strength, which leads to the appearance of m
excitonic transitions, including excited excitonic states. Als
interactions between excitons can be observed in high m
netic field. The observation of excited excitonic states c
provide information on the exciton binding energy,15,18,19the
interaction between excitons shows the symmetries of ex
ton states,1,13 and the appearance of forbidden transitions
dicates the mixing effect of the valence-ban
structure.3,4,15,17,19,22–25Theoretically, excitons or excitons in
an external field have been studied in detail by Bauer a
Ando,1,2 Yang and Sham,14 and Chan.5 However, most of
this work concentrates on single-quantum-well structures
particular, GaAs/AlxGa12xAs single-quantum-well struc-
tures. Investigation of coupled quantum-well structur
shows more interesting features. The coupling between
separated quantum wells has a strong influence on the e
tonic states. Recently, the authors investigated the spin s
ting of a parity-forbidden transition in a coupled doub
InxGa12xAs/GaAs quantum-well structure, confirming tha
the appearance of this parity-forbidden transition is due
strong mixing between the heavy-hole exciton with hig
angular-momentum and light-hole excitons.25 So far, most
studies on coupled quantum-well structures are based
coupled double-quantum-well~CDQW! structures, i.e.,
structures consisting of two identical single quantum we
separated by a thin barrier.6–12,16,20,25By modifying the bar-
rier thickness, one can adjust the degree of coupling. If m
quantum wells are introduced, for example, three or four,
original excitonic state in the separated quantum we
should be split into more excitonic states due to couplin
which can provide more information about the exciton
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~11!/7433~7!/$15.00
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state compared with the case of a CDQW. To our knowl
edge, there has been no such report until now. In this pape
structures consisting ofi quantum wells (i 51,2,3,4) sepa-
rated by a thin barrier are used to study coupling effects o
the excitonic state. Highly resolved photoluminescence~PL!
and photoluminescence excitation~PLE! spectra of excitons
in magnetic fields up to 13 T are used to study the effect o
mixing between heavy- and light-hole excitons on the exci
tonic state, in particular, the behavior of forbidden transition
and the unusual properties of the light-hole exciton.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the investi
gated sample structures and experimental setup are describ
in detail. The investigations of the coupling effect on the
single-particle state atB50 and the exciton binding energy
are carried out in Secs. III and IV, respectively. Section V
mainly concerns the forbidden-transition hh21 exciton prop-
erties and 1lh exciton symmetry due to the strong mixing
between heavy- and light-hole excitons.

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Undoped In0.045Ga0.955As/GaAs coupled quantum wells
separated by thin GaAs spikes were grown by solid-sourc
molecular-beam epitaxy along the@001# direction of semi-
insulating~001! GaAs substrates. The growth sequence wa
as follows:~1! 500 nm GaAs buffer,~2! coupled quantum-
well structure, and~3! 200 nm GaAs cap layer. These struc-
tures consist ofi quantum wells (i 51,2,3,4). For each sepa-
rated quantum well, 7.5 nm well thickness was chosen in a
samples. The thickness of the GaAs spikes between quantu
wells was 9 monolayers~ML ! in all cases.

The samples are mounted in a He cryostat, containing
superconducting solenoid (B<13 T) for the PL and PLE
measurements at 4.2 K. The direction of magnetic field i
parallel to the growth direction of the samples. Photoexcita
tion and collection of the emission were carried out using a
optical fiber with a diameter of 200mm. A polarizer and a
quarter plate were placed between the outlet of the optic
7433 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. PL~dotted lines! and PLE~solid lines!
spectra of structures with quantum-well number
i 51,2,3,4~from bottom to top!.
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fiber and the sample in order to record spectra in thes1 and
s2 polarizations. For excitation, we used a Ti-sapphire la
pumped by an Ar1 laser. The luminescence was dispersed
a double monochromator with a focal length off 51 m and
was detected by a Peltier-cooled GaAs photomultiplier int
faced with a photon-counting system. In order to avo
many-body effects, a low excitation power was used.

III. SINGLE-PARTICLE STATES
IN THE COUPLED QUANTUM WELLS

Figure 1 shows PL~dotted lines! and PLE~solid lines!
spectra recorded atB50. From bottom to top, the spectra o
samples with quantum-well numberi 51,2,3,4 are displayed.
A very sharp luminescence peak is from the transition b
tween the electron and the heavy-hole ground state in e
case. The linewidth is 0.55 meV fori 51,0.7 meV for i
52,3, and 0.8 meV fori 54, indicating very high-quality
samples. The high quality of the samples is also confirm
by the PLE excitation spectra. In all cases, the Stokes shi
below 0.2 meV.

It is very interesting to investigate the excitonic states
relation to the number of coupled quantum wells. First, w
discuss the case ofi 51, i.e., a single quantum well~SQW!.
For a SQW of 7.5 nm thickness, there is only one confin
electronic state and one confined heavy-hole state in
quantum well. Because of the strain effect, the splitting
light and heavy holes is higher than the barrier potent
Thus the light hole is unconfined. The exciton envelo
function can be described by the so-called hydrogenic mo
parameters~nm!, wheren is the principal quantum numbe
and m is the angular-momentum quantum numb
(...,d2,p2,s,p1,d1,...). In the PLEspectrum of this SQW,
the ground-state peak at 1.4874 eV corresponds to 1s hh,
which describes a simple structure with a 62:38 band offs
normally used for InxGa12xAs/GaAs heterostructure. Con
sider what happens to the exciton in such a single quan
well when we introducei identical wells at some finite sepa
ration. In order to produce a strong coupling effect, a barr
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of 2.5 nm GaAs is used to separate these quantum wells. T
strong coupling lifts the degeneracy of thei states ofi sepa-
rated quantum wells andi subbands appear in both conduc
tion and valence bands. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! depict the sub-
band energy versus quantum-well number for the valen
band and conduction band, respectively. Figure 2~a! indi-
cates that the subband number in the valence band is equa
the quantum-well number. For example, in the case ofi
54, there are four confined heavy-hole states. Figure 2~b!
shows the case of the conduction band. The electron eff
tive mass is much smaller than that of the heavy hole, whi
results in enhanced coupling for the electron. This enhanc
coupling lifts the degeneracy further. The energy splittin
between the subbands in the conduction band becomes la
than that in the valence band. Consequently, in the case
i 53, there exist only two confined subbands in the condu
tion band. In the case ofi 54, only three subbands in the
conduction band can be confined, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
Because of the inversion symmetry of the Hamiltonian, th
excitonic states should be either even~symmetric states! or
odd ~antisymmetric states! under the operation (ze ,zh)→
(2ze ,2zh). In Fig. 2, the electron or heavy-hole states ap
pear in order of increasing energy: the symmetric sta
(e/h1s), the antisymmetric state (e/h1a), the first excited
symmetric state (e/h2s), the first excited antisymmetric state
(e/h2a), and so on for other higher excited states.

Without considering the state parity,i subbands in the
conduction and valence bands should producei 2 transitions.
In a word, due to the coupling, the heavy-hole exciton 1shh
of each single quantum well is split intoi 2shh states. For
example, in the case ofi 52, there are two subbands in both
conduction and valence bands as shown in Fig. 2, whi
should produce four states, i.e.,e1s-h1s , e1s-h1a , e1a-h1s ,
and e1a-h1a . Because the energy separation between su
bands in the conduction band is much larger than that in t
valence band, the states in order of increasing energy sho
bee1s-h1s , e1s-h1a , e1a-h1s , e1a-h1a . For example, in the
case ofi 52 in Fig. 1, the peak at 1.4800 eV is from the
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FIG. 2. Subband energy levels
versus quantum-well number~a!
in the valence band and~b! in the
conduction band.
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e1s-h1s exciton transition, and the peaks at 1.4855 an
1.5005 eV from thee1s-h1a ande1a-h1a exciton transitions,
respectively.

In Fig. 3, the transition energy is plotted as a function o
quantum-well number, using the experimental results fro
Fig. 1. For simplicity, we would like to concentrate on the
study of excitonic transitions frome1s to heavy-hole states
with different subband indices. The calculation is carried o
based on the single-particle model including the exciton
effect. With increasing quantum-well number, the transitio
energies fore1s-h1s , e1s-h1a , and e1s-e2s decrease as
shown in Fig. 3. This is expected, since the subband ener
for the same subband index decreases with increas
quantum-well number for both conduction and valence ban
as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, for transitions related to th
e1s state~i.e., in the cases ofe1s-h1s , e1s-h1a , e1s-h2s , and
e1s-h2a!, the transition energy should decrease with increa
ing quantum-well number, which agrees with the experime
tal results.
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IV. COUPLING EFFECT ON EXCITON BINDING
ENERGIES

The dependence of the exciton binding energy o
quantum-well number is investigated in this section. Firs
we give a description of the symbols for excitonic state
nm~hh/lh!n1/n2 , wheren andm have the same meaning as in
Sec. III, hh/lh means heavy/light-hole exciton, andn1/n2
represents the subband index in the conduction/valence ba

The ground-state exciton binding energiesEB
X can be ex-

tracted from the transition energies. The 2shh11-1shh11 split-
ting can easily be determined either atB50 or by extrapo-
lation of the 2s transition energies forB→0. The exciton
binding energy is then estimated by multiplying th
2shh11-1shh11 splitting by a characteristic factor that de
pends critically on the dimension of the exciton. The chara
teristic factor is9

8 for an ideal two-dimensional exciton, but it
increases to4

3 for an ideal three-dimensional exciton. Figur
4 shows the exciton binding energies obtained using diffe
-

FIG. 3. Transition energy vs quantum-well

number. The calculation is based on the single
particle model including the excitonic effect.
Only the transitions associated with thee1s state
are given. The experimental results are from
Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. The exciton binding energy versus
quantum-well number for the calculation~dashed
lines! and experimental results.s means the ex-
citon binding energy was obtained using9

8 as the
characteristic factor,j using 4

3.
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ent characteristic factors and the calculated exciton bind
energies as a function of quantum-well number. The exci
binding energy decreases with increasing quantum-w
number. By comparing the experimental and calculated
sults, the experimental result is found to be a little larger th
the calculated result using43 as the characteristic factor; an
the situation is reversed if one uses9

8 as the characteristic
factor. This means that the excitons in these structures p
sess somewhat three-dimensional character due to the
pling. This is also clearly shown by the wave functions f
the electron@Fig. 5~a!# and heavy hole@Fig. 5~b!# as a func-
tion of the coordinatez normal to the well planes.

V. hh21 AND 1lh EXCITON PROPERTIES

This section discusses the effect of strong mixing betwe
heavy- and light-hole excitons on excitonic states in ma
ng
n
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netic fields, in particular, the properties of forbidden trans
tions and light-hole excitons due to the strong mixing effec
In this case, the three-coupled-quantum-well structure~i.e.,
i 53! is used as the example. Figure 6 presents the P
spectra of thei 53 case in magnetic fields up to 13 T re
corded in thes2 polarization. The fan charts of the spectra
lines obtained in thes1 ands2 polarizations are displayed
in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. Figure 6 does not show the 1shh11

transition because its intensity is too high but the data f
1shh11 are given in Fig. 7.

First, a brief description of the basic excitonic states
given. 1shh11 and 2shh11 excitonic states can easily be de
termined based on a detailed calculation and symme
analysis. Both of these two states are ofG7g symmetry.
When they approach each other, an anticrossing occurs
tween them.1 Figure 6 shows a strong anticrossing effect i
FIG. 5. Square of the electron~a! and heavy-hole~b! ground-state wave functions as a function ofi ~from bottom to top,i 51,2,3,4!.
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FIG. 6. PLE spectra of structures withi 53 in magnetic fields
up to 13 T in thes2 polarization. The ground-state transition is no
given. Inset gives the spectra ins1 polarization.
the range between 2 and 4.5 T. The single-particle mod
including the excitonic effect is used to calculate the ener
position. The calculation agrees well with experimental r
sults at zero magnetic field as shown in Table I, in which th
transition energies are given using the ground stateEhh11

as a

reference. For the other basic excitonic transitions, such
hh12, hh13, etc. Table I also gives the energy positions at ze
magnetic field. Their identification can also be examined b
analyzing their oscillator strength. Normally, the oscillato
strength of a transition with even transition indexDn should
be higher than that of a transition with oddDn. At B50, the
intensity of hh13 is higher than that of hh12 and the intensity
of 1shh22 is higher than that of 1hh21.

The appearance of forbidden transitions is due to the m
ing between heavy- and light-hole excitons. The hh12 exciton
seems to be simple; here we would like to study the prop
ties of the hh21 exciton depicted in Fig. 6 since there are onl
a few reports on it and also it has a strong interaction wi
other excitons at high magnetic fields. Before the discussio
we briefly describe the 3dhh11 exciton since there is an in-
teraction between them. Based on the calculation of Bau
and Ando,1 the 3d2hh11 exciton transition should appear
slightly below the 2shh11 transition, while the energy of
3d1hh11 in thes1 polarization should be higher than that o
3d2hh11 in the s2 polarization. Comparing the spectra in
the s1 ands2 polarizations, the 3dhh11 exciton can easily
be determined. It hasG6g symmetry.1 The calculation of
Bauer and Ando1 predicted that the mixing between heavy
and light-hole excitons leads to the appearance of the h21
exciton. The calculation of Chan5 further indicated that thep
exciton of hh21 is mixed with thes-symmetry exciton of 1lh.
Since both thep exciton of hh21 and thes exciton of 1lh have
G6g symmetry, hh21 should appear withG6g symmetry.
Therefore, there should exist an anticrossing when 3dhh11
approaches hh21. In Fig. 6, between 2.5 and 4 T, the hh21
exciton is almost invisible since 2shh11 is very close to it and

t

FIG. 7. Magnetic-field-dependent excitonic transitions in thes2 ~a! ands1 ~b! polarizations for the case ofi 53.
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TABLE I. The calculated and experimental results for exciton transition energies~meV! in the case of
i 53 with 9 ML GaAs separating the quantum wells.

Ehh12
-Ehh11

Ehh13
-Ehh11

Ehh21
-Ehh11

Ehh22
-Ehh11

Elh-Ehh11

Experiment 2.57 5.48 10.2 12.12 19.51
Calculation 2.02 4.94 9.50 11.52 18.1~Ref. 26!
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the 2shh11 intensity is greatly enhanced in this region. Be
ginning at 4 T, 2shh11 is far from hh21, and hh21 can easily
be observed to appear slightly above 3dhh11 in the s2 po-
larization.~Similarly, hh21 appears above 3d1hh11 in thes1

polarization.! Between 4 and 10 T, the intensity of the orig
nal 3d2hh11 exciton becomes weaker and weaker; finally,
is invisible, while the intensity of hh21 becomes stronger and
stronger. Obviously, an anticrossing occurs between
3d2hh11 and hh21 excitons. In fact, the anticrossing betwee
3d1hh11 and hh21 is shown more clearly in thes1 polariza-
tion shown in the inset of Fig. 6. Since the 3dhh11 exciton
hasG6g symmetry, of course hh21 also possessesG6g sym-
metry based on the theory of Bauer and Ando.1 To our
knowledge, this is the first report of the anticrossing betwe
the 3dhh11 and hh21 excitons.

The behavior of the 1lh exciton transition appearing
1.4983 eV at zero magnetic field is rather complicated. Wit
out heavy- and light-hole exciton mixing, it cannot be unde
stood. Between 2.5 and 4.5 T, the 1lh exciton has an a
crossing with 3shh11. After this region, the original 1lh
exciton is repelled to a high-energy position by 3shh11 and
the original 3shh11 reaches the position of the 1lh, that is
they exchange properties. Between 6 and 10 T, the origi
3shh11 ~now 1lh due to the anticrossing mentioned abov!
undergoes a second anticrossing with 2shh11 which is
changed from the original 1shh22. The second anticrossing is
much stronger than the first, as can be seen from the va
tion of oscillator strength. After the anticrossing region, th
original 3shh11 ~i.e., 1lh after the first anticrossing! and
2shh11 exchange properties. The original 3shh11 is repelled
to a higher-energy position and its oscillator strength i
creases with increasing magnetic field; at the same tim
2shh11 is repelled to the lower-energy position and its osc
lator strength remains almost the same with increasing m
netic field. Comparing these two anticrossings, the repuls
is found to be strongly dependent on the value of the excit
-

it
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state indexn, which is in good agreement with the calcula-
tion of Bauer and Ando1 that the anticrossing effect de-
creases monotonically withn.

On the one hand, from the discussion above, 1lh pos
sessesG7g symmetry since it has an anticrossing with 3shh11
(G7g symmetry!; on the other hand, the theory of Bauer
Ando1 indicates that the 1lh exciton ground state~i.e., 1slh!
should haveG6g symmetry. Since there exists a strong mix-
ing between heavy- and light-hole excitons, 1lh in our case
should contain some component from the heavy hole with
G7g symmetry, which results in an anticrossing with 3shh11.
Therefore, the light-hole exciton in our case possessesG6g
andG7g symmetry; this effect should be considered in ana-
lyzing other complicated excitonic states in future.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, a study of excitonic states has been carrie
out in In0.045Ga0.955As/GaAs coupled quantum-well struc-
tures consisting ofi 51,2,3,4 quantum wells. Because of the
coupling of i quantum wells, the heavy-hole state of each
separate quantum well is split intoi 2 states. Study of the
binding energy of the ground-state exciton shows that thes
coupled quantum-well structures are neither of ideal two-
dimensional nor of ideal three-dimensional form. Increasing
quantum-well number, which results in a decrease of exciton
binding energy, enhances this effect.

Highly resolved PLE spectra of three-coupled-quantum-
well structures are presented in magnetic fieldsB%13 T. An
anticrossing is observed to occur between hh21 and 3dhh11,
and the light hole is found to possess bothG7g and G6g
symmetry.
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